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Who is Re.Group?
We are an Australian team that hates waste being 

disposed to landfill, and believes resource recovery is a 
critical requirement for modern society. Our business is 
100% focused on providing high quality infrastructure 

and solutions for recycling and resource recovery.
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Hume Recycling Facility

We have invested over $8m upgrading the recycling facility
• All outdated equipment was removed and replaced with 

modern best practice systems in 2017
• Beverage containers are currently sorted using the 

Alchemy optical sort system
• Our glass implosion system is also novel, and creates high 

quality sand products
• Our pedigree as recyclers ensure the ability to efficiently 

handle and process all CDS containers 
Synergies between the Hume MRF and the CDS network
• ‘Single point of exit’ for all beverage containers in the ACT 
• Leveraging the existing investment to provide cost 

effective baling and sale of recovered commodities 
• Deploying the Alchemy system (proven in harsh kerbside 

environments) to process bulk CDS container loads

Re.Group has operated the Hume MRF since early 2016, processing 
the contents of all the Territory’s ‘yellow bin’ recycling bins

We have a strong 
focus on innovation 

and continuous 
improvement; the 
ACT CDS will be 

great from the start, 
with the flexibility to 

introduce further 
improvements later
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Alchemy Optical Sort
Adopted from the food processing industry (fruit sorting) we have adapted 
Alchemy and proven its efficiency on well over 100 million containers to date

Alchemy works 
similar to a 

human, rapidly 
recognising any 

item it has 
stored in its 

memory bank –
enabling bulk 

container 
sorting in a 

Depot 



CDS Overview
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Our Re.Turn-It business provides a modern and convenient way to collect 
eligible containers and accurately pay back  refund amounts.

ENABLING SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
 Working with a number of well 

established social enterprise and 
disability employer partners

EXPERIENCE AND CAPABILITY
 Applying proven container 

counting and  sorting capabilities 
with cashless payments  to simplify 
the ‘front end’ collection of  
containers from consumers

 The Re.Turn-It Exrpess system can be  
integrated into existing retail 
environments,  providing a low-risk 
way for social enterprise  and small 
business operators to participate

 More traditional Re.Turn-It Depots will  
provide the same high levels of 
customer  service, but include cash-
back options  as well as the ‘drop 
and go’ service for  consumer bags

 Chain of custody tracking for materials  
and payments through a robust and  
comprehensive business support 
platform,  adapted from a system 
proven in Canada

 Our investments in best practice 
business  support platforms allow us to 
manage  complex information across 
a network of  Collection Points

 Our focus is ensuring that refunds are 
paid  out efficiently and accurately on 
eligible  containers, and that all 
containers within  our network are
recycled

As the ACT Network Operator, our focus is 
creating an inclusive collection network that is 
convenient for consumers, and maximises the 

value to people and the planet



The ACT Collection Network
Re.Turn-It is the division of Re.Group that is dedicated to 
the delivery of container collection systems. We have a 
retail focus, and as the ACT Network Operator we are 
dedicated to delivering high levels of customer service  
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Collection Point formats

DEPOTS – standalone business
– 300-600 sqm premises
– 3-8 Staff
– Cash payments if required

EXPRESS – Cashless, simple business model
– Minimal Labour
– Fast, easy, convenient for customers
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There are various adaptations for how Re.Turn-It Collection Points will be 
delivered, and initial sites will be announced closer to commencement 

We are targeting at least 6 Collection Points 
from commencement on June 30, with 10-15 

points within the first 12 months. The majority of 
Re.Turn-It Collection Points will be based on 

the Express format, with high capacity Depots 
established to support the express locations 

and bulk container deliveries.



RE.TURN-IT   EXPRESS
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Re.Turn-It Express model
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Containers are verified and 
counted at a Re.Turn-It Depot
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Video overview



Re.Turn-It Express - summary

Re.Turn-It Express is designed to enable very 
easy integration with existing retail activities

Suitable locations 

 Existing retail, including Social Enterprises Op Shops

 CBD showrooms

 High-rise apartment complexes

 Inner-City Office Buildings

 Endless Opportunities

Minimal requirements for operators

 Only 1sqm of retail, with some back-of-house storage

 No cash handling, no manual counting

 Focus is ‘meet and greet’ for customers 
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Our investment in the ‘back end’ platform 
enables a very simple and convenient 
‘front end’ interaction with customers



Re.Turn-It Express – retail

Express can be 
established as a 
retail ‘kiosk’
 Standalone or within 

an existing business

 20-30sqm required

 Limited/ no 
additional staff 
required

 Cashless, no manual 
counting
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Express presents 
endless options, 
but our priority is 
ensuring social 

enterprise partners 
play a meaningful 
role in the success 

of the ACT CDS



Express – ‘pop up’

Express can be 
housed in a wide 
variety of formats
 Can sits within a standard 

parking space

 2nd parking space required 
for safe customer entrance 
and transport pick-up

 Suitable in multi-storey or 
open air car parks

 One staff member

 No Cash Handling

 No counting or Sorting on site

 Re.Turn-It organise for 
collection of containers
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We plan to listen to the community, and our staged roll-out of the 
ACT Collection Network is designed to ensure the ability to respond 

to customer feedback and usage patterns



RVM – Potential Options
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Re.Turn-It does not have exclusive agreements regarding RVM equipment, and 
intends to source any units required via a competitive process

We believe RVMs can play an important 
role, especially in terms of familiarity with 

the NSW scheme, although they will not be 
central to the ACT CDS 



RE.TURN-IT DEPOT
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Depot – Model
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Depot - Model
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At least one 
ACT Depot will 

also include 
Alchemy 

sorting lanes 
to enable 
efficient 

processing of 
bulk container 

loads 
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Custom made for Australian customers
Re.Turn-It’s ACT Collection Network includes the use of 
modern technology systems, but retains a strong human 
element; we are confident that the ACT will showcase 
the most convenient and highest quality network
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Differences to NSW CDS

Re.Turn-It collection points will be manned
• Provides ongoing employment for ‘front line’ staff
• Inclusion of social enterprise as key partners in the scheme 
• Reduces issues around litter and vandalism
• Enhances ability to educate customers
Systems are not bar-code dependent
• Re.Turn-It will accept eligible containers from the litter stream
• Ineligible containers still recycled (even if no refunds)  
• We can also recycle packaging material (cardboard boxes etc)
Refunds paid via online account 
• Refund Amounts can be donated, paid in cash at Depots, or 

credited to a customer’s online account
• Customers will be able to spend their refund amounts anywhere 

they choose, and can review transaction history online
• Customers can let refund amounts build up in their account, if 

they wish to ‘save up’ for something 

We are taking a different approach on several aspects of the ACT CDS, 
compared to what stakeholders may be familiar with in NSW

Our approach in 
the ACT will help to 
avoid some of the 

main areas of 
customer frustration 
observed during roll 
out of the NSW CDS
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Summary of key benefits

Retail focus to ensure customer convenience 
• Reducing the time and effort for customers, without 

compromising the accuracy and efficiency of the scheme
• Maintains a human interaction, to improve customer education 

and user experience, across a variety of collection points
• Bulk sorting of mixed containers (e.g. community organisations, 

commercial sector) via high capacity sorting technology 
Enabling social enterprise
• Beyond just providing donations, we will ensure that social 

enterprise plays a meaningful role in the success of the ACT CDS
• High quality network of established retail stores enables rapid 

rollout of Express collection points in convenient locations
Robust technology systems
• Our systems and technology are not dependent on ‘pristine’ 

containers, allowing us to meet litter objectives too
• As recyclers, we have a wealth of experience processing all 

kinds of materials into products for the highest value markets

Our primary focus is ensuring a convenient system for customers, however we 
have designed our approach to also provide additional benefits

We understand 
the importance of 
looking after our 
customers, and 

we look forward to 
building a high 

level of trust with 
stakeholders 

across the Territory



OUR VISION

“A WASTELESS SOCIETY,
WHERE ALL RESOURCES
THAT BECOME WASTE

ARE REUSED AND ARE
NOT DISPOSED.”
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Contacts
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Re.Group Pty Ltd

Managing Director David Singh

Chief Development Officer Garth Lamb

Re.Turn-It Manager Adam Moody

Address: Level 18, 1 Bligh Street, Sydney NSW 2000

Telephone: +61 2 9235 1377

Website: www.re-group.com

http://www.re-group.com/


Disclaimer
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Re.Group Pty Ltd (ACN 616 439 779)(Re.Group) has prepared this presentation (Presentation) solely for the benefit of the 
recipient and is strictly private and confidential.

This presentation has been prepared for discussion purposes.  The information contained in this Presentation is given 
without liability whatsoever to Re.Group or any of its related entities or their respective directors, or officers, and is not 
intended to constitute advice in any respect. None of the Photographs in this Presentation represent assets owned by 
Re.Group. 

This Presentation does not carry any right of publication.  This Presentation is incomplete without reference to, and should 
be viewed solely in conjunction with the oral briefing provided by Re.Group.
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